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Dear Ms. Rhonda Byrne,
I want to write about your book, The Secret, which has pleased me a lot, and changed my mind about a
way to live.
I adored this book a lot and enjoyed reading repeatedly.
In the book, you are telling us about the law of the attraction, that thoughts can change a person’s life.
My parents always advised and encouraged me to have goals in my life … but how? After reading your
book my mind opened to create more. I started to practice what you say.
Words can’t say how much this book has been helpful in my life. Your words have a lot to offer from stress
relief and the ability to create reality. I always repeat to myself what you mention, “thoughts can become
things.” And I’m following the concept of “ask, believe, receive.”
You instruct how to challenge life, as you said “life is easy.” Yes, you make me stand and believe whatever
I desire can come true. I take life easy after all I learned from your book.
I had so many difficulties in my life that made me cry, scared, panicked, depressed, but with The Secret I
never break and never give up.
You are absolutely right that meditation can help relieve any stress or anxiety. Be positive! - That’s a great
thought for everything.
You teach me to know our imagination isn’t limited. I can have money, relationships, health and abundant
life if I imagine it.
What you write about feeling gratitude for good moments is beautiful. That makes me grateful and happy
for whatever I have and I better understand that happiness is a feeling state of being.
I can attract whatever I wish when I think of myself as a magnet. I am never disappointed when things
seem disappointing. You give me hope in my path. I believe everything is possible.
The way you connect me to the universe is like a miracle. I feel I’m the most powerful magnet in the
universe.
I’m not a writer and I don’t know how to tell you how each page of this book influences me. I appreciate
that you write and share your experience to help to have success, joy and easy going life for everyone.
Sincerely,
Feri

